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when the famous economist john maynard keynes wrote
practical men who believe themselves to be quite exempt

from any intellectual influences are usually the slaves of some
defunct economist I11 he emphasized the universal impact
of econeconomicorniconnic concepts despite this basic importance the study
of economics has been labeled the dismal science since the
days of malthus and generations of college students have de-
vised even more unflattering descriptions in recent years econ-
omists have weakened the already tenuous communication links
by expressing their views in the relatively unfamiliar symbolic
language of mathematics which makes their vital message ap-
pear to be even more remote from the problems of the real
world

such alienation and confusion isis unfortunate in our com-
plex society which is shaped by diverse economic forces the
discipline of economics is basically an analytical approach to
identifying and ranking alternative goals national institution-
al anand personal and the variousvarious means of achieving the ac-
cepted goals using human and material resources which are
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usually in short supply particularly if quality is considered to
be ignorant of economiceconomic concepts isis not to be exempt from
their pervasive influence A traveler boarding a boat will event-
ually arrive at a different location but the trip is more nmean-
ingful if he knows the actual destination the cost of the ticket
in absolute terms and relative to alternative means of transpor-
tation the time expectations the probable benefits and risks
involved and the effect the experience will have on his other
goals to make effective national institutional and personal
decisions we must understand the priorities and decision mak
ing processes of our political economy

this paper attempts to summarize a few basic concepts of
economicseconomics as they affect our lives part I1 reviews the complex-
ity of national economic policies part 11II discusses the crucial
importance of econeconomicornic analysis in identifying national priori-
ties part III111ili suggests that econeconomicornic principles can be used to
make practical decisions inin our institutions families and per-
sonal lives most readers are already applying these principles
based on the wisdom accumulated through study and experi-
ence but explicit identification of the underlying reasoning
may sharpen the understanding and effectiveness of decisions

PART I1

A superficial view of economiceconomic policy making would sug-
gest the existence of some omnipotent tribunal objectively se-
lectinglectinlecain g some best set of principles which would clearly
establish the ground rules for the entire system and occasionally
make necessary adjustments

in reality there isis a complex interface of diverse and com-
peting policies economic programs must usually reflect politi-
cal and sociological realities all three spheres of influence
should recognize the rights and needs of diethedle individual oper-
ating policies actually become a synthesis of ideals and com-
promises As the famous economist kenneth E boulding has
said where there is not enough ignorance to be bliss how-
ever policy isis hammered out between the hammer of organized
pressure groups and the anvil of electoral opinion 1122

A at least four major economic goals may be identified

kenneth E boulding principles of economic policy eugengenglewoodBug lewood cliffs
N J prentice hall 1958
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1 l growthigronvth 2 stability 3 equitable distribution of the na-
tional output and 4 equilibrium in the international balance
of payments to this basic list might be added 1 improve-
ment of the physical environment 2 efficient operation of
markets 3 technological innovation 4 individual freedom
and fulfillment of one s potential 5 social harmony etc alt-
hough each objective is highly attractive coordinated achieve-
ment is exceedingly difficult even these basic goals contain
serious contradictions requiring unwanted compromises par-
ticularlyticul arly when it is recognized that national resources are
limited

for exanexampleipie the pace of economic activity was accelerated
in 1965 by rapidly expanding government expenditures for de-
fense and nondefense programs without corresponding increas-
es in tax revenues while monetary policy was significantly eased
to help finance the increased demand A federal deficit of 25
billion in fiscal year 1968 rampant inflation caused by exces-
sive demand and justifiable skepticism about the responsibility
of government actions and serious questions about the order-
ing of national priorities are the direct result of this unwise
combination of fiscal and monetary policies the economy must
now pay the adjustment costs during the transition to a sustain-
able growth path similarly policies favoring low interest rates
and maximummaximurn imports may stimulate growth of domestic con-
sumption but the outflow of capital and deteriorating trade
balances would aggravate our international financial problems
third emphasis on technological innovation to stimulate growth
may cause short term problems too often our econeconomicornic system
has failed to recognize the legitimate needs of all of our
people created tragic pockets of poverty polluted the physical
environment caused many of our cities to become almost unin-
habitable and raised serious doubts about the moral aspects
of the materialistic society we live inin the obvious fact that
these inequities are disproportionately focused on racial mi-
noritiesnori ties following years of overt prejudice has created many
social problems this national disgrace isis inexcusable for both
moral and utilitarian reasons the oppression involved has re-
strictedstricted the development of national human resources and
created a tremendous welfare burden to be borne by society

B A second problem involves adaptation to changing con-
ditionsditions complex organizations with established bureaucracies
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usually value continuity and strongly resist change neverthel-
ess increasing populations urbanization changing social con-
cepts environnenvironsenvironmentallentalcental problems and international developments
all require increased flexibility A classic example involves diethedledhe

regulatory approach to controlling competition among financial
institutions through restrictions placed on the yields paid on
savings since 1966 regulation Q has curtailed disruptive rate
wars but rising yields on open market instruments such as
treasury bills federal national mortgage association

FNMA bonds commercial paper tax exempt municipal
bonds and corporate securities have diverted the flow of sav-
ings away from thrift institutions the reduced availability of
mortmortgageaage financing has directly restricted the housing industry
relationships among financial institutions and various factors
such as yield limitations interest rate ceilings on FHA and VA
mortgages the mortgage instrument itself and state usury laws
all require careful modification similar examples of dynamic
change could be cited in almost every subject area influenced
by economiceconomic activity

in the past policies could be general enough to apply to a
relatively homogeneous population the system is now chang-
ing so rapidly that there are major differences in the needs of
diverse groups 1 urbanruralurban rural 2 youthagedyouthaged 3 poor
affluent 4 nationalinternationalnational international 5 regional interests
unless economic policies can be adjusted to this diversity the
resulting breakdown will seriously affect political and socio-
logicallo10 cicalgical patterns

C A third policy issue involves the extreme difficulty of
implementing decisions in our democratic market oriented
system it is difficult to make even simple programs work hu-
man managers remain fallible at best and corruptible at worst
problems of understanding the organizational superstructure
have become almost insurmountable in some cases there is
even willful failure to perform because of jealousy competi-
tion for bureaucratic power or simply misunderstanding about
the real intent of policies for example foreign trade officials
are currently promoting the production of tobacco for export
sales while the department of health education and welfare
attempts to convince the american public that smoking is un-
healthy

it isis interesting that approximately one half of the advice
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received by the council of economic advisers during the past
few months has claimed that the policies adopted are clearly
inadequate to halt the overheated expansion of the economy
and the associated inflation the other half consists of dire pre-
dictions that these same policies are clearly excessiveexcessive and will
undoubtedly result in a recession business leaders demand
wage controls union leaders call for price controls homehorne
builders request curbs on business investment financial in-
stitutions decry the special efforts to support housing and the
general public simultaneously denounces government waste
and spending while demanding increased services and benefits
individual government agencies struggle for power and count-
less lobbyistshobbyists constantly advocate the goals of special interest
groups the council stands in the middle of these pressures
trying to advise the president that the return to fiscal respon-
sibilitysibi lity combined with strict monetary restraint will reduce
the real causes of inflation and that price measures tradition-
ally a lagging indicator will reflect the basic adjustment
the economy is now moving through a delicate period of tran-
sition along a planned path toward a sustainable growth rate
by mid 1970 various measures of real output appear to be in-
creasing while the rate of price increases declines

D ironically the short term impact of new directives is
often perverse for example inflation has priced a large pro-
portion of american families out of the home market but
policies designed to alleviate inflationary pressures have un-
fortunately restricted the availability of mortgage financing
the resulting decline inin new building has increased prices of
existing homes and apartments causing a significant increase in
the consumer price index the program designed to curtail in-
flation has apparently aggravated the situation during this tran-
sition period A sampling of the long list of contradictory poli-
cies includes

an agriculture program which often restricts output and
diverts subsidy payments to the largest farms

A tax reform effort which has seriously restricted sources
of badly needed revenues

attempts to reduce employment in the defense sector
while we fight unemployment elsewhere

development of public housing projects which the poor
cannot afford
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efforts to expand the number of new minority owned
businesses while various trends indicate the competitive
disadvantages of small firms

massive issues of FNMA and FHLBB bonds to pump
money into the mortgage markets even though the effort
diverts funds from other mortgage oriented financial insti-
tutionstutions

development of intricate controls to restrict the outflows
of capital even though the longtermlong term position of the united
states in foreign trade and investment isis weakened

continuous pleas to the council of economic advisers to
adopt direct controls which would probably postpone and
make more difficult the necessary adjustments

E it might even be asked whether or not we have eco-
nomic policies at all or simply a basic philosophical commit-
ment to a svstenisystem of modified capitalism supplemented by in-
dividual operating procedures my own experiences suggest
that general policies are fairly standardized and that most modi-
ficationsficat ions occur as a result of changing conditions rather than
any basic adjustment of goals therefore most decisions about
the allocation of resources are based on the pricing system
operating through the private markets the government does
have a maiormajor impact on the economy through its spendingI1 and
tax programs but iimostlost so called shifts in economiceconomic policies
are simply variations in the implementation of stabilization pro-
cedurescedures the major effect of a change in national leadership
is to increase the frequency and objectivity of appraisals of
existing programs the current administration may place great-
er erneinemphasisphasis on allowing the private market system to operate
the importance of monetary policy in achieving stabilization
and the absolute necessity of cgreater fiscal responsibility but
econoni1ceconomic activities have a basic continuity over time

F in the future economic activity will be even more com-
plex and dynandynamiclicilc as technological and sociological change
continues to keep pace public and private institutions will
need to consider carefully these basic questions

1 do policies seek out goals or sillisheplyshnplysilliplyply react after con

the federal national mortgage association FNMA and the federal
home loan bank board FHLBB
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editionsditions bazhazbathavee changed during this difficult time of abrasive
challenges to every familiar institution there is a great tempta-
tion to seek a false security by sustaining the status quo of
existing policies and procedures rather than forthrightly facing
the uncertainties of change but change offers great opportun-
ities for progress just as it creates substantial risks

business firms and government institutions are subject to
diverse pressures as the external environment shifts and the
internal organization changes the response of the organiza-
tion whether public or private to these internal and external
pressures must ultimately reflect the best interests of the own-
ers and society often the institutional response to external
pressures will have to be negative when the changes suggested
would tend to corrupt and destroy the things of value within
the organization similarly internal demands must often be
rejected when the total organization would suffer harm even
though specific ineniuenluenmembersibers of the group would be more satisfied
after the change but the crucial point isis that such policy deci-
sions to accept or reject change can only be based on
thorough and objective analysis three requirements are basic

1 the consideration of organizational policies must be com-
pletely honest and must provide for inputs of all relevant in-
formation and diverse viewpoints 2 every policy must be
subject to frequent review to prevent the institutional equiva-
lent of a petrified forest and 3 there must be an institu-
tional willingness to change if there are clearly superior al-
ternativesternatives

in reality an effective balance of these pressures is difficult
to maintain change merely for the sake of change is irrelevant
and may waste resources but institutions must also avoid the
loss of creativity which occurs when external and internal
changes are rejected simply to avoid modifying familiar pat-
terns of behavior A dynamic organization must take the of-
fensive by creating policies that anticipate change rather than
reacting from a position of weakness after pressures accumu-
late the familiar recommendation to parents of teenagers
which goes would you rather get up early in the morning
to help your sons and daughters go to seminary or wait up
late at night wondering when they will come home suggests
the value of planning in advance to meet the challenges of life
rather than improvising solutions to emergencies
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2 do institutional policies shape and improve individual
lives or simply conform to existing viewpoints the relation-
ship of the institution and its membership is a reciprocal ar-
rangementrangement the members determine the goals and procedures
of the organization and in turn have their views shaped by
participating in the activities of the institutions for example
most americans believe that a republic form of organization
with democratic elections is the most desirable type of govern-
ment but this preference is heavily influenced by our personal
experiences within this system people in other nations at least
those who are fortunate enough to have the freedom of
choice apparently prefer other types of governmental sys-
tems based on their national experiences

however the obligation of the institution to be responsive
to the best interests of its owners and society creates a difficult
dilemma if we recognize that continuous progression is desir-
able then the organization must constantly press for improve-
ment which inaymayluay cause existing viewpoints and behavior pat-
terns to be changed this requirement forces the managers of
economic units and government officials to lead rather than
lag behind the owners employees and the general public in
identifying desirable goals and behavior patterns in other
words those institutions that we most admire must set the pace
for progress and must motivate us to develop behavior patterns
closer to the ideals established

3 do policies challenge us to progress or simply validate
the status quo this point summarizes the discussion above in
our complex society it is clear that policies must be responsive
to the challenge of change those institutions which are re-
sponsivesponsive will significantly contribute to the growth of our econ-
omy and society in general such growth does not mean that de-
sirable beliefs and behavior patterns should be abandoned but
that we recognize more clearly the great potential of our insti-
tutions for improving the individual

PART II11

once the general economic goals have been identified and
the necessary adjustments made to reflect the complex problems
discussed in part 1I more specific national priority decisions
must be made as a basis for allocating the available human and
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material resources america obviously has great wealth and
productive capacity as the gross national product rapidly ap-
proachesproaches the one trillion dollar mark in fact the amount of in-
crease of our GNP each three months exceeds the total out-
put of almost every nation in the world except for a handful
of other industrialized countries our system has clearly provid-
ed unprecedented affluence for most people

nevertheless there is intense concern and frustration con-
cerning the quality of life

individuals appear to be dominated by the complex inin-
stitutions representing big business big unions big gov-
ernmentsernments big technology big education big churches
and big communities

the distribution of national output leaves millions of
people still living in poverty
operating inefficiencies waste human and material re-
sources
discrimination inin various forms exists throughout the sys-
tem as the complacent majority reacts with tokenismtoken ism at
best and condescension at worst
our physical environment is abused by pollution
crime is rampant including the white collar variety inin-
volving businessbusinessmeninen and affluent suburbanites seeking
a thrill through shoplifting
traditional values includingb the validity of the educa-
tional process are increasingly questioned
in general there isis a widespread feeling that our national
resources are too often misallocatedrnisallocatedallocatedmismls

in the early 1960 s it was claimed that the difficult priority
decisions would be elineliminatedfixatedfinated automatically by the rapid
growth of the economy we have had growth but there is a
limit to the nation s productive power when this capacity isis
exceeded by suddenly increasing expenditures when taxes are
reduced to gain political favor and when massive federal
deficits are financed through excessive monetary expansion the
result is inflation with all of its distorting effects what isis really
required is an analysis of the total potential output and the
expected claimsclainis against it as a basis for evaluating the feasi-
bility and relative advantages of existing and proposed pro
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grams at the very beginning of the nixon administration spe-
cific assignments were made to conduct such a study the re-
sults are summarized in chapter three of the economic report
of the president february 1970 prepared by the council of
economic advisers the basic messageines sagejage isis that the growth of
existing programs will fully exhaust the potential output of the
economy throughout the nedrnearneaf termfutureterm future therefore if existing
programs are expanded or new priorities emphasized some

exiexlexistingexistinoexistingstino activity will halehavehaielavebale to hebe reduced the total production
of goods and services very crudely measured by the statistic
gross national product must be very carefully committed to
balance the various public and private claimsclainis against this out-
put

some critics may challenge the basic assumption thatdialdiat the
federal government should be concerned about the allocation
of national output in a market oriented econeconomyoiny in reality the
federal government has a crucial influence through 1 its
expenditures 1111 percent of national output 2 tax policies

20 percent of national incomeinconie 3 grants loans and trans-
fer payments the residual amounts 4 the direct impact of
federal surpluses or deficits on private investment and 5 its
ultimate responsibility to resolve conflicts among special interest
groups inin the allocation of national resources

it is obvious that there are many worthwhile claims againstaaainst
the potential national output it is also generally accepted that
the government must carefully ration its resources within the
scope of approved budgets the great effort made to preserve
a responsible budget for fiscal year 1971 is a classic example
it isis often recognized that the existence and size of federal
surpluses and deficits should vary over time as goals change
and economic conditions fluctuate unfortunately the nation
has not understood the crucial impact of the federal activity on
the total economy particularly private investment the future
long run average stabilization adjustments will still occur size
of federal surpluses or deficits must be based on investment
needs of the total econolaeconoiaeconomyayiy not just the government sector
once the appropriate figure isis determined the goal should not
be modified unless national priorities change to achieve this
objective any increase inin average expenditures must be limited
to the growth of revenues as determined by the real productive
capacity of the nation if new programs are added or existing
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ones expanded the changes must be matched by expenditure
cuts elsewhere or by increased taxes for example if housing
output isis to be increased budget surpluses on a national in-
come account basis must be provided so that private capital
markets have access to funds or the federal government must
subsidize programs within the unified budget economics has
always been a matter of choices but policy makers too often
ignore the realities

the analytical framework developed by the council projects
the available national output for the years 1970 through 1975
based on many assumptions about the size and productivity of
the labor force the pace of private investment housing needs
state and local government spending personal consumption
and savings patterns and international trade balances see
table 1I all of these assumptions of course may vary but
the basic approach isis valid in projecting government spending
only the baseline programs were included that isis a stable
growth of existing commitments plus additions from pending
legislation the sum of alreadyexialready exiexlexistingsting and firmly anticipated
demands already exhausts the potential output and it will be at
least 1975 before a sizeable unclaimed surplus exists As
priorities are reordered and new programs are added the
nation will have to sacrifice existing claims this point does
not mean that growth will be lacking to the contrary a strong
increase inin real output growth is one of the basic assumptions
of the entire study in fact real per capita personal consump-
tion is expected to rise about 31251231 percent per year compared to
the pace of 21221 percent per year during the period 1957 to 1967
the conclusion is simply that choices must be made sincesince there
is an obvious truism that the total of satisfied claims cannot
exceed the available national output although this conclu-
sion appears obvious the role of the council of economic ad-
visers in advocating the analytical approach adopted may well
be its most important contribution

PART 111IIIlii

individuals may also benefit from an understanding of the
basic concepts of economic analysis most of these principles
are simply practical applications of common sense that can be
easily adapted to personal experiences
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THE MARGINAL APPRAISAL OF BENEFITS AND COSTS

the establishment of priorities which identify the timing
and relative importance of diverse personal goals as a basis for
allocating our scarce human and material resources isis the most
important contribution of economiceconomic analysis rigorous evalua-
tion is needed to first separate worthwhile goals from the
total array of possibilities and then to rank themthern in de-
scendingsc order of importance this process of course does not
guarantee that thedieoieole right goals will be selected and properly
ranked but the probability isis greatly increased if our analysis
forces us to examineexamine the important variables and to distinguish
between ends and means for example for most people aca-
demic study isis a means for achieving broader goals of self
development career opportunities and financial security un-
derstandingderstanding the difference enables us to seek a personalized
education experience even more important sincesince personal goals
change over time the wisewise person recognizes that education
must be a lifelonglife long process unless we carefully identify these
personal priorities life becomes an unplanned sequence of un-
related decisions in which external pressures and random events
become the dominant influence

the identification of priorities requires a costbenefitcost1benefitcoftcost benefit
analysis which specifies the returns expected from the invest-
ment of personal resources in training to be a skilled crafts-
man the individual must weigh the long years of difficult prep-
aration against the expected job satisfactions and financial re-
wards it isis obviously difficult to place quantitative values on
future events but the effort must be made to avoid naive de-
cisionscicisionssions

effective costbenefitcost benefit analysis isis based on an understanding
of marginal costs and margiamargilmarginaljailalzai revenuesfeiereiefetenhesnues benefits marginal
refers to the last commitment and the last response the young
college graduate considering a teaching career must decide
beleenbeween going directly to work or making a martamarlamarginalinalinai investment
of time and money to obtain a master I1

s degree the marginal
costs would include the lost incomeincome during the period of ad-
ditionalditional schooling the marginal benefits might include broader
career opportunities and higher earnings over the entire career
once the master s degree isis obtained our hypothetical student
must make a similar decision regarding further education the
concept of inariuarluarmarginalginal analysis applies to almost every decision inin
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life because most events are preceded by a long series of experi-
ences which have already determined the present status unf-
ortunately most people do not understand the marginal nature
of decisions and think in terms of absolutes for example we
may claim that the family must have a new car without con-
sideringsi the extra outlay relative to public transportation or
continued use of the existing family automobile an awareness
of the marginal nature of decisions will help us understand the
importance of expanding our efeffortsforts until the marginal costs
of incremental commitments equals the marginal benefits of
the activity

an understanding of marginalc costs and marginal benefits
highlights a crucial concept of economic analysis known tech-
nically as diminishing marginal utility many people continue
the same routine so long that they increasingly receivereceive lower re-
turns from the continued commitment of their time and effort
the undergraduate student who concentrates all of his course
work inin a narrow subject area the junior executive who con-
fines his work to a repetitive function the piano student who
learns only a limited selection of music the housewife who
allows the routine of home care to restrict her personal de-
velopment etc are examples of excessive specialization it is
often necessary to concentrate particularly for short periods of
time inin order to gain unique expertise but for most of us life
is magnified by enjoying diverse experiences the housewife
who concentrates on sewing might derive great marginal bene-

fits from a small marginal cost commitment of some portion
of her sewing time in studying art the husband who has de-
veloped excessive enthusiasm for sports might derive great
marginal benefits from devoting himself to a family outing
we can avoid the dangers of diminishing marginal utility by
seeking a balance of personal family church job and commun-
ity activities

an understanding of marginal results also enables us to ap-
preciatepreci ate the opportunity costs associated with decisions A com-
mitment to one course of action necessarily creates a loss of
marginal benefits from the alternative that is rejected the de-
cision to attend a baseball game precludes working inin the yard
returning to the office reading community work etc the de-
cision isis the correct one only if the expected benefit exceeds the
opportunity cost of the lost alternative this concept isis obviously
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important in making decisions about education family finances
travel recreation church and community serviceservice and the bal-
ance of job and personal interests

the broad range of decisions listed suggests another basic
economic concept that the downside risk may exceed the po-
tential upside gain for example consider a family that has
saved 1000 in anticipation of the worthwhile activity and
which has an opportunity to invest the money with some
promise of doubling the amount the downside risk of losing
the original amount isis much more significant than the upside
benefit from capital appreciation this concept is too often ig-
nored in making career and family decisions with even broader
implications than the simple investment commitment described

finally inin considering priorities it should be recognized
that time isis the most valuable resource parents must consider
the time of their children in this context and organizations must
similarly guard against wasting this valuable resource there is
a fallacious assumption that time isis a free commodity that can
be used without regard to marginal productivity there is al-
ways an opportunity cost involved in giving up an alternative
activity

WELFARE ECONOMICS

A major challenge facing society is to rationalize policies
which adequately reflect the diversity of economic aspirations
and needs the satisfaction of these aggregate demands and the
efficient allocation of human and material resources is the sub-
ject of welfare economicseconomics the greatestgreatest welfare for the largest
number of people becomes the standard by which national eco-
nomicnomic policies may be judged

the welfare function the aggregate level of satisfaction
variesvaries for each person and each family the important point
is that the mixture of aspirations activities and experiences
may be very different but the ultimate level of achievement
and satisfaction may be equal unfortunately we tend to judge
others by our own particular life style for example young
people are too often subjected to intense social and parental
pressures to fit into preconceived viewsviews about suitable educa-
tion and career paths for which they are neither interested inin
nor qualified for the resultant niisalmisallocationallocationmismls location of human re
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sources has filled the colleges with unmotivated students and
prevented the development of badly needed skilled workers
the combination of lost skills and personal frustrations is a
cruel price to pay for our mistaken beliefs that we should all
conform to some uniform pattern of education and career ex-
pectations

to achieve maximum levels of welfare often requires a
specialization of labor and emphasis on economieseconomies of scale

the concept of specializing to gain a comparative advantage is

a familiar one some people have natural skills that automati-
cally create special opportunities but for most of us thediedle ad-
vantages of specialization must be developed through extensive
trainingtrainina and a willingness to adapt to specifictospecificcospecific situations the
most successful economists at the council of economic advisers
are those who can apply their general training to actual prob-
lems their effectiveness further depends upon their willing-
ness to be flexible to accept the challenge of beginning from
point zero inin building up special expertise on a specific assicynassign-
ment and a certain humility needed to sustain them through the
difficult period of analysis which must precede decisions for
other assignments

Z
they may be I1joinedoinedcoined together inin teams to study

large problemsprob leins that would dwarf the knowledge and skills of
a single staff mernmemberber by combining the efforts of many spe-
cialistscia lists to solve inasluasmassivesiveslue problems the fixed costs of administra-
tion can often be reduced the ideal of familyfainilyfaintly cooperation isis an
obvious practical application

the principles of specialization and advantages of coopera-
tion inin handling large projects are clear but we should not try

to learn more and more about less and less until we know ab-
solutelysolutely everything about practically nothing A basic principle
of economicseconomics involves divereificationdiversificationrsification to avoid the risks of ex-
cessivecessivecensive specialization A balanced program of personal and fam-
ily activities will stimulate increased creativity and avoid bore-
dom in family relationships we are often required to function
as specialists and valuable economies of scale are often gained
by combining the specialists into teams but individual develop-
ment should be encouraged by providing the challenges of new
assignments

another basic principle of economics involves the tesatestteya of theibe
market place parents and organization leaders could often
avoid resentment and refusals to cooperate by testinotestingtesting0 their
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products their plans operating rules work assignments etc
on others before final decisions are made the introduction of
the edsel automobile a few years ago was based on a careful
preliminary study of the market but the buying habits of con-
sumers had shifted by the time the car was actually ready for
sale our children and associates are actually the market that
we are trying to sell our ideas to if the market rejects a pro-
duct the sponsor must either develop a more attractive substi-
tute or a more persuasive sales presentation the degree of ac-
ceptanceceptance of basic goals and operating procedures within fami-
lies and organizations isis also enhanced by the economic prin-
ciple of decentralizing decision making as much as possible
without the loss of central coordination and evaluation of per-
formanceformance As a basis for evaluating the reactions of family
members and associates an information system must be develop-
ed so that communication becomes possible experience sug-
gests that creating such a system in economiceconomic organizations is
extremely expensive and difficult to arrange it isis ironic that
most of us take such a casual approach in creating a similar
communication network for our families and interpersonal re-
lationshipslationships

observation of economiceconomic activity clearly indicates the exist-
ence of the multiplier effect for example inin shaping federal
fiscal policies the multiplier effect is a basic factor in deciding
between two proposals one to increaseincrease social security pay-
ments and the other to commit federal funds to new water
pollution control programs there are distinctly different re-
percussions the increase inin social security benefits would inin-
crease the amount of personal incomeincome available to consumers
and the level of national consumption would probably rise
slightly as a result the pollution control program would likely
set off a seriesserlesseriesserles of economiceconomic changes that is the multiplier
effects would be widespread the federal funds would prob-
ably act as seed capital requiring matching grants from state
and local governments causing modification of budget and tax
programs at those levels the purchase of control equipment
would stimulate new investment by business firms and addi-
tional construction activity employees would be hired for the
specific programs involved and variousvarious businesses supplying
equipment construction and servicesservices would increaseincrease their em-
ployment the increased payrolls would stimulate consumption
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the same result as occurred in the first example and the
multiplier effects of the diversified pollution control program
would broaden the impact of the original spending throughout
the economy of the entire area affected in making personal
and family decisions multiplier effects often become crucial
some decisions about careers geographical location home
ownership standards of conduct education opportunities etc

create ripple effects that affect many other people and have
longtermlong term effects the obvious point is that decisions in which
multiplier effects are significant must be carefully identified
and extreme attention devoted to preparatory analysis to avoid
the potentially serious consequences of casual errors other
personal and family decisions which may have great tempo-
rary significance may not have multiplier effects and the de
cislon making process isis much different although not necessari-
ly any simpler

an understanding of the multiplier effect also recognizes
the lead and lag effects of economic decisions certain eco-
nomic statistics are considered to be lead indicators such as
the average work week unemployment claims plant and equip-
ment contracts and orders industrial materials prices housing
permits common stock prices etc other series are considered
to be coincident indicators such as gross national product
industrial production personal income retail sales etc A third
group of statistics usually lag behind the changes in the basic
economy plant and equipment expenditures inventories unit
labor costs unfortunately economic analysis often ignores the
lag effects of policy changes for example many people ques-
tioned the advice of the council of economic advisers when it
recommended an easing of monetary policy as early as decem-
ber of 1969 the council made this recommendation because it
realized that changes in monetary policy require anywhere from
sixsix to twelve months to take full effect since the council pro-
jected a moderate upturn in the pace of the economy during
the second half of 1970 the policy change which occurred in
february 1970 was a proper one second quarter figures re-
ported in july indicate that the new policies are just beginning
to influence total credit conditions and the council expects the
improvement to continue over the remaining months of 1970
the same understanding of lag effects should be applied to
personal and family decisions
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finally an understanding of economics is helpful inin evalu-
ating the accuracy of decisions and the possible range of error
most decisions inin economic affairs involve a point estimate of a
future value stated in quantitative terms for example the
council of economic advisers projected a gross national
product of 980 to 990 billion for calendar year 1970 in its
january report to the president but it is clear that the actual
result isis likely to be different than the simple averages of the
two figures or 985 billion decisions of this type which
create a specific value or goal should always include a mea-
sure of possible dispersion to avoid the appearance of unreal-
istic accuracy most people recognize that actual results usually
vary from the original estimates but the concept of predicting
events within a reasonable confidence interval is a valuable aid
in makingmakinamakinob decisions


